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THE PETERSON BOAT-LAUNCHING APPARATUS. 

IN recent years very few inventions have been made 
in appliances for launching boats from shipboard, 
whereas numerous and excellent ideas have been de
veloped in improved lifeboats, rafts, self-detaching 
hooks, life preservers in dilIerent shapes, etc. How
ever, no ship, no matter how well constructed, en
gined and manned is proof against accident, and no 
one knows at what time the ship must be abandoned, 
and the only means of rescue will be the lifeboats. 

be such that the boats can be conveyed from the ship 
to the water by the boat crew. 

6. As it is of the greatest importance to minimize 
the labor involved in getting the boats from their 
stowed position into the water, the releasing appli
ances must be as simple as possible and boat cradles 
should preferably be avoided. Also boats in their 
stowed position should be connected with the convey
ing apparatus, so that they ran be launched at a 
moment's notice. 

The Peterson launching apparatus has been con-
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DECK PLAN OF SHIP WITH PETERSON BOAT-LAUNCHING APPARATUS. 

Admitting the great value of good lifeboats and other 
appurtenances pertaining to means of life saving, the 
fact remains that unless the vessel is fitted with an 
apparatus by means of which the boats can be easily 
launched under any existing circumstances, the safety 
of the lives entrusted to the ship is not assured. 

Of the many improved boat davits, the most promi
nent is the Mallory davit, which to a great extent is 
being adopted both in merchant and naval vessels as 
superior to the old-style swinging davits. Unfortu
nately even the best system of davits now in use does 
not fulfill the requirements, as too much labor is gener
ally involved in manipulating it and there is too much 
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APPARATUS. 

uncertainty as to its proper workin6 in case of emerg
ency. 

Following are the most important requirements for 
an efficient boat-launching device: 

1. The apparatus must be so constructed that it can 
be worked by manual power with great ease. To de
pend upon steam or other artificial power is objection
able, as this may not be aVailable when most needed. 

2. Boats should be so located that passengers and 
crew can easily get into them. Stowing of boats in
side each other or bottom up, as is sometimes the 
case, is absolutely condemnable. 

3. Boat-launching apparatus should preferably be so 

structed to meet these severe requirements and care 
has been taken to make it with as few parts as pos
sible. 

The new system comprises two permanent overhead 
tracks, each having a terminus on both sides of the 
vessel, and four booms of built-up section forming a 
continuation of the tracks, when swung in position 
ready for use. The number of boats to be stowed 
on each track has to be determined by the total num· 
ber carried, but it is not advisable that more than 
four boats should be carried on one track. In the 
stowed position the boats are suspended from the 
tracks, and kept in equilibrium by rope lashings 
t.hrough the keel and eyebolts on deck .. Trip hooks 
can be used, but rope lashing is safer, as a knife, 
which is always handy, will release the boat in less 
time than a trip hook. 

The permanent tracks are made of two Z bars 
riveted to the overhead structure. The lower flanges 
of these Z bars form a guide for truck, C, the convey
ing medium for the boats. To this truck the boats 
are connected by two stout hemp ropes of sufficient 
strength passing over sheaves which are mounted on 
the same pin as the rollers. One end of the hemp 
ropes is attached to a hanger, i, embracing the boat 
and thus giving four points of support, instead of two 
as used in the present system, and adding to the sta
bility. The other part of the ropes passes over a 
leader near the center of the boat, to a friction brake 
at the stern, which holds this end of the rope firmly, 
and when boats are to be lowered this is done by 
operating a lever which releases the grip on the ropes. 

The second part of. the launching apparatus, the 
booms, are pivoted at the terminus of the track and 
carried partly by straps, P. on the permanent track, 
and partly by the stay or stays, q. 

Spans and guys, u and t. serve to keep the booms 
in position. When not in use these are folded u p  
against the shiIJ's side. T o  put the booms in position 
ready for launching, and releasing the boats by cut
ting the lashing ropes, will not require as much time 
as accommodating the passengers in the boats. When 
this latter part is done the boats are pushed along on 
the tracks and out to the end of the booms, from 

BOAT SLING AND BOOM OF NEW APPARATUS FOR LAUNCHING BOATS. 

constructed that any boat can be launched from either 
side of the vessel. 

4. Boats must be "Well clear of the vessel when they 
reach the water so that oars can be used on both sides 
of the boats. 

5. The lowering of the boats should not be per
torm.ed from the ship. The launching system should 

whence they are lowered from the boat itself by the 
use of above mentioned friction brake, eonb!olled by 
one of the crew detailed for this duty. 

The booms and stays are designed to safely- carry 
the weight and are made long enough to allow the 
boats to clear the ship's side. 

By this system the boats can be launched' from 
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either side of the vessel, as the tracks extend across 
from side to side. For the safe conveyance of the 
boats over the deck, rollers are applied at the junc
tion of the keel and stem and stern. When the boats 
are lowered the free end of the lowering rope passes 
over the sheave and drops into the water, leaving the 
trucks on the boom. A recess on the outer end of the 
boom-which is closed-prevents the 'truck from roll
ing back. When the boat reaches the water the weight 
is taken oII the hanger, and as this is simply laid in 
slots cut in the stem and stern, and guided by open 
eyebolts, m, it can be easily removed. 

THE FOULING OF SCREWS BY CABLES. 

WHOEVER has witnessed the casting oII of the cables 
that secure a modern steamship to a wharf by her 
stern, knows the care that has to be taken to quickly 
haul in such cables, which almost always belong to 
the vessel, and have to be coiled up on deck until 
another landing is made. The haste that is made in 
performing this operation is not due to the fact that 
there is any fear of letting the cables get wet, but 
merely to the .fact, that in the dilIerent maneuvers, 
the cables, under the influence of currents, etc., might 
come into contact with the screw. With the old 
paddle wheels, the danger was not so great, since they 
were situated amidships, and consequently far from 
the point at which the cables dropped when they were 
cast overboard. The case is exactly opposite with the 
screw, which has a sort of corkscrew motion, and, 
when one of its blades happens to strike the cable, 
there are many chances that the latter, if it is not 
broken by the impact, will be carried along in the 
rotary motion and wind around the boss of the screw 
in an inextricable manner. In such a case, one of two 
things may occur: Either the blade of the screw or 
the screw itself may be broken under the stress, o r  
else, what i s  just a s  bad, t h e  winding u p  of the cable 
may render the screw and consequently the boat im
movable. Such a thing as this recently happened 
with the steam tug "James Leary;" which met with a 
submarine cable (an electric one) stretched between 
Eilst Greenwich and Pattowannet, Rhode Island, by the 
Narragansett Electric Light Company, of Providence. 
As soon as an abnormal resistance was perceived, the 

AOCIDENT TO A SCREW. 

engines were stopped; but it was too late, since the 
rapid rotary motion of the screw had soon wound the 
large copper cable several times around it and tied it 
in inextricable knots. The tug was rendered com
pletely immovable, and the conductor had to be cut 
away and the boat towed to a dry dock.-For the 
above particulars and the illustration, we are indebted 
to La Nature. 

PARSONS' SCREW-PROPELLER. 

ACCORDING to the experiments of Dines and others, 
It has been established that the normal pressure on a 
plane moved at small inclinations through air or 
water, varies approximately as the angle of inclina
tion and the square of the velocity of motion. In a 
screw-propeller of the usual pitch ratio (1 to 15 pitch 
co-efficient) the angle of inclination of the blade to 
the direction of motion through the water, is approxi
mately the same for such distances from the shaft line 
as lie outside about two-fifths of the radius of the 
propeller-circle, while the velocity of these points 
through the water varies approximately as the dis
tance from the shaft. From this it follows that the 
pressure upon the water of any element of the blades 
(between the above limits) will vary approximately 

as the square of the distance of the element from the 
shaft-line. In high-speed vessels when the water pres
sures are great, cavitation commences first near the 
tips of the blades and extends toward the roots of the 
blades as the speed or slip ratio of the propeller is 
increased. 

The cavitation which is found to take place around 
the conical end of the boss abaft the propeller is due to 
the rotational velocity imparted to the water in the 
vicinity of the boss by the normal action of the blades 
and also by their skin and eddy friction on the water. 
This rotational velocity closes in around the after 
cone, following the principle in hydrodynamics that 
the angular momentum in a vortex tends to remain 
constant. The angular velocity of the water around 
the cone is therefore much in excess of that of the 
propeller-cone itself. 

In an invention recently patented by Charies A. Par-
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